Elegance and understatement.

Q ONE IN
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Art. no. 560-847
Q ONE IN

Light from an invisible source.
Q ONE range of luminaires.

Excellent light quality, a precise lighting effect and a light source that is practically invisible: Q One provides pinpoint accentuating light to complete our toolkit for lighting designers. The focused light enables the realisation of defined lighting zones and the accentuation of surfaces and spaces. The minimalistic luminaire made of black or white aluminium combines an especially developed reflector with a high-performance LED – glare-free and powerful.

Q ONE IN.
The invisible light.

The minimalist among minimalists. Installed flush with the ceiling and almost invisible – Q One In provides a perfectly defined lighting effect. It enables pleasant wall washing and stylish presentation of shelves, art and other items.

Further Information
nimbus-lighting.com/en/products/q-one-family

The complete toolbox for architects and lighting designers:

Beam angle

Dimensions
155 x 155 x 52 mm
external converter

Key technical specifications
2.700/3.000/4.000 K
max. 10.8 W, up to 780 lumens
CRI > 90, IP 20